STAIR RISER DETAIL
BASE PEDESTAL METHOD
SCALE: NONE

SIDEWALLS STACKED VERTICALLY

TREADS OVERHANG 3/4"

3/4" OVERLAP

GRANULAR LEVELING PAD
6" THICK MIN.

STAIR NOTES:
- USE SAME LEVELING PAD MATERIAL FOR STAIR PEDESTAL AS RETAINING WALL
- CONSTRUCT STAIR RISERS FIRST, INSTALL CAPS FOR TREADS SECOND, AND THEN INSTALL SIDEWALLS LAST
- DO NOT PIN STAIR UNITS
- CONSTRUCT BASE PEDESTAL IN 4 TO 5 RISER INCREMENTS
- STACK SIDEWALLS VERTICALLY, WITHOUT PINNING
- SEE VERSA-LOK TECH BULLETIN 2 FOR ADDITIONAL STAIR CONSTRUCTION DETAILS